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QUESTION 1

A functioning IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM) test environment has been copied over to a production ISIM
environment. How would one validate that production ISIM can successfully communicate with production managed
resources? 

A. Perform a test connection from ISIM using the Test Connection within the Service form. 

B. Login to the managed resource with a user\\'s credentials. 

C. Login to the managed resource with a service account. 

D. Check the ibmslapd.log in ISIM for connection errors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What are TWO valid sets of Access Control Item (ACI) members that can be used to grant access to create or modify
static organizational roles? 

A. The supervisor of the business unit in which the organizational role resides. 

B. Users who are members of a role other than the one being operated on. 

C. Users who are members of an ISIM group. 

D. The supervisor of the owner of the role. 

E. Users who are members of a role. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

An identity feed design for IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM) makes use of IBM Tivoli Directory Integrator (ITDI) on
Windows. What could be used to schedule the identity feed? 

A. Use the scheduler in WebSphere Application Server. 

B. Use the scheduler in IBM HTTP Server. 

C. Use Windows Scheduler. 

D. Setup cron job. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



A IBM Tivoli Directory Integrator (ITDI> assembly line has been configured as the IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM)
identity feed. ISIM is setup to only accept connections over SSL using self-signed certificate. What must be done in
order for ITDI to communicate with ISIM? 

A. ISIM\\'s self-signed certificate will need to be imported as a trusted signer certificate in the ITDI certificate store. 

B. The ISIM default truststore will need to be updated before connections can be made. 

C. Since ITDI is a component of the ISIM solution no specific configuration is required. 

D. The service in ISIM will need to be configured for SSL. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When gathering requirements for work flows, which business process might require a manager approval? 

A. When a business process is defined for an application owner to be notified on account deletions 

B. When a business process is defined to approve last name change due to marriage 

C. When a business process is defined for an employee vacation request approval 

D. When a business process is defined for contractor address change 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What components in a IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM) environment can be configured for SSL communication? 

A. HTTP Server. Websphere Application Server. Directory Server, Tivoli Directory Integrator, and Adapters 

B. HTTP Server and Adapters 

C. Tivoli Directory Integrator. HTTP Server, and Adapters 

D. HTTP Server and Tivoli Directory Server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which file should be used to store xhtml data for email notifications across more than one workflow? 

A. CustomLabels.properties 

B. tmsMessages.properties 

C. SelfServiceUI.properties 



D. enRoleMail.properties 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

When gathering requirements for email notifications, which mail protocol is used to send email notifications in the IBM
Security Identity Manager environment? 

A. SMTP protocol 

B. IMAP protocol 

C. UDP protocol 

D. TCP protocol 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

When an identity policy generates a user ID with a null value, what does ISIM do? 

A. ISIM attempts to form a user ID and uses the first letter of the user\\'s given name, concatenated with the value of the
user\\'s family name, retaining the existing case. 

B. ISIM generates the user ID in the form
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